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ASX ANNOUNCEMENT – For immediate release
17 June 2019

STRAKER CONTINUES ITS EUROPEAN EXPANSION WITH THE ACQUISITION OF SPANISH
TRANSLATION COMPANY ON-GLOBAL LANGUAGE MARKETING S.L.
Key highlights:
•
•
•
•
•

Extends Straker’s presence in the multi-billion dollar European translation market, with the
Spanish translation market estimated at NZ$500 million
Adds new strategic customers onto Straker’s high-margin RAY technology platform
Supports further consolidation of Straker’s existing Spanish operations and builds further scale
in a market with 150 language providers
Adds new revenue - for the 12 months to 31 March 2019, On-Global’s revenues were NZ$3.0
million
Immediately EBITDA accretive.

Auckland, New Zealand – Straker Translations Limited (ASX: STG), a leading global technology driven
translation services platform, is pleased to announce it has acquired Spanish translation company OnGlobal Language Marketing S.L. in a combined cash and share deal.
Overview of On-Global
On-Global, headquartered in Vitoria-Gasteiz in the Basque Country and with an office in Barcelona, is
a specialised language services company operating in two regions that are among the most industrial
and hi-tech areas in Europe.
With 14 employees, On-Global provides translation and technical writing services, transcriptions,
website and software localisation, interpreting services, consultancy and document management.
An attractive acquisition that accelerates Straker’s growth
Commenting on the acquisition, CEO Grant Straker said: “Straker has established itself as a leading
global technology driven translation services platform. The business has a clear five-point growth
strategy, and an important part of that strategy is to seek out targeted acquisitions that strategically
complement and accelerate our growth.
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“We are focusing our acquisition strategy in markets where we already operate and have an easier
pathway for integration of acquired production systems onto our RAY platform for margin gains and,
where possible, consolidation benefits. On-Global is an excellent fit in terms of customers, location
and people in a market we understand well and where we are established and growing strongly.”
On-Global is a strategically compelling acquisition
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extends Straker’s presence in the Spanish market, a market Straker knows well
Adds new strategic customers onto Straker’s high margin RAY technology platform
Supports further operational synergies across Straker’s European operations
Provides upselling opportunities across On-Global’s existing enterprise customer base who have
demonstrated a need for Straker’s rapid and accurate document translations
Adds new revenue – for the 12 months to 31 March 2019, On-Global’s revenues were NZ$3.0
million
Immediately EBITDA accretive.

Acquisition details
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Consideration for the acquisition is NZ$2.25 million paid up-front comprising:
- NZ$1.73 million in cash
- NZ$520k in Straker shares (318,830 shares issued at A$1.54, the closing market price
applicable on the day the transaction completed). These shares will be escrowed for 12
months
An earn-out payment of up to NZ$850k over two years contingent on hitting specific revenue
forecasts. A further NZ$170k allocated as a bonus should On-Global significantly out-perform
revenue forecasts
On-Global has two Co-Founders – Gonzalo Urriza and Amaya Montoya. Amaya has managed
sales and will continue with the business in a sales management capacity. Gonzalo has managed
production and his role will be dis-established as On-Global’s production systems will be migrated
onto Straker’s RAY platform. Gonzalo will remain with Straker for 3 months to assist with the
transition to the RAY platform
The transaction completed on 14 June 2019 in Spain (evening 14 June 2019 Australian time). All
material conditions have been satisfied
The acquisition has been funded from the Company’s cash reserves. No capital raising was
required to complete the transaction
No shareholder approvals are required in relation to the transaction
No changes to the Board or the Company’s senior management team will occur as a consequence
of the transaction
There is no other material information relevant to assessing the impact of the transaction on the
price or value of Straker’s securities.

Straker remains in discussions with a number of other potential acquisitions in Europe, the USA and
the Asia Pacific region.
For further information, please contact:
Corporate:
Grant Straker, CEO and Founder
E: grant@strakertranslations.com
P: +64 21 512 484

Investors:
Ronn Bechler
E: ronn.bechler@marketeye.com.au
P: +61 400 009 774
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Haydn Marks, CFO
E: haydn@strakertranslations.com
P: +64 21 221 1040

About Straker Translations
Based in New Zealand, Straker Translations has established itself as a world leading AI data driven
translation platform powering the global growth of businesses.
Straker Translations has developed a hybrid translation platform that utilises a combination of AI,
machine-learning and a crowd-sourced pool of freelance translators. The Company’s cloud-based
platform manages the end-to end translation process, leveraging AI, machine-learning (both inhouse
and third party owned engines) to create a first draft translation and subsequently matching the
customer’s content with one or more of the approximately 13,000 crowd-sourced human freelance
translators for refinement.
This process is managed using Straker’s proprietary “RAY Translation Platform”, which has been
developed over eight years and is an enterprise grade, end-to-end, cloud-based platform. By
leveraging machine translations and its big data assets, the RAY Translation Platform enables the
delivery of faster and more accurate translations, lowering the time and cost to deliver versus
traditional translation services. The platform can be integrated directly into customers’ systems and
consists of a customer dashboard, machine translation integration and modules for assisting and
managing translators.
For more information visit: www.strakertranslations.com
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